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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT.

The work, the results of which are presented in this publi-
cation, was begun by Gordon H. True, on the Experiment Station
Farm, in the fall of 1899. During the next four years, Professor
True finished three sets of feeding tests for the comparison of alfalfa
straight with combined rations, his results appearing on pages
499 to 513. T, F. McConnell, who succeeded to the work in
January, 1903, carried another set of tests, with the same object in
view, partly to completion during 1903-1904, the results of
which are presented on pages 514 to 519. This last work
was continued under the supervision of R. H, Forbes, who is
responsible for the arrangement of results from these several
sources and for their summarization.

R. H. F.
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STEER FEEDING EXPERIMENTS.

By Gordon H Tine and T F. McConnell.
Ai tanged and summarized by R H. Forbes.

INTRODUCTION.

Throughout the irrigated regions of the \fyest and Southwest
alfalfa is the staple farm crop and most of the cattle slaughtered
in the coast or other western markets that are not sold directly
from the range are fattened on alfalfa, fed as hay or pasture.

In the irrigated valleys of Arizona sorghum yields abun-
dantly and is very easily gro^n It requires much less water
than alfalfa, and, if water is available for irrigation, a crop may
be grown after gram, which is har\ ested in May It is much
used as a first crop on new land not sufficiently leveled, or too
alkaline for alfalfa It is regarded highlv as a cattle feed and is
fed by simply turning the cattle into the fields when the heads
are well grown and allowing them to feed at will Usually, even
where the two crops are grown on the same ranch, no effort is
made to feed alfalfa and sorghum in conjunction

Following the theory of balanced rations there has been a
popular belief among men familiar with Wolfs standards that in
feeding alfalfa alone it was not fed to the best advantage on ac-
count of the narrowness of the ration,or high percentage of protein
it contained. It was, therefore, with the idea of throwing light
upon this question that the following experimental work was
planned, the object being to determine whether or not alfalfa was
more profitably fed alone or in conjunction with other more car-
bonaceous feeds.

The ttse of sorghum as a supplementary feed naturally sug-
gested itself This forage does not dry out sufficiently to keep
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well in the stack and yet must be removed from the ground where
grown for forage in order to make room for the fall seeding of
grain. For these reasons sorghum cannot be conveniently hand-
led for feeding in corrals, and for this reason wheat hay was used
as a supplementary winter feed.

FIRST EXPERIMENTS.
The first season's work was summarized in the Eleventh

Annual Report of the Station. Four steers were fed alfalfa hay
and four others combinations of alfalfa and cured corn fodder,
Kaffir corn forage and sorghum. Later, the lots were rearranged
and one lot had alfalfa hay and alfalfa pasture, while the other
four had wheat hay and alfalfa pasture. The following is a state*
ment of the results of this work:

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF FKEBING AI<FAI<FA

STRAIGHT AND ALFALFA COMBINED RATIONS, 1899-1900.

Trial.

First,
5 weeks

Second,
5 weeks

Third,
6 weeks

Fourth,
$ weeks

Yearling"
steers, No*«*

2, 3, 5 and 6

1, 4, 7 and 8

2, 3, 5 and 6

1, 4, 7 and 8

2, 3, 5 and 6

1, 4, 7 and 8

2, 4, $ and 8

1, 3, 6 and 7

Feed,

Alfalta hay, 1512 Ib,
Corn fodder, 1247 Ib.

Alfalfa hay, 2929 Ib.
AlfalU hay, 1575 Ib.
Kaffir corn, 1333 Ib.

Alfalfa hay, 2853 Ib,
Alfalta hay, 1890 Ib.
Sorghum, 1814 Ib.

Alfalfa hay, 2898 Ib.

Pasture and sorghum

Pasture and alfalfa hay

Total wt
at begin-

2700 Ib.

2477 Ib.

2895 Ib.

2622 Ib.

3131 Ib.

2852 Ib.

3412 Ib.

3128 Ib,

Total «ra»n

195 Ib.

145 Ib.

236 Ib.

230 Ib.

280 Ib.

277 Ib,

348 Ib,

364 Ib.

Gam per
head per

day.

1.391b.

1.08 Ib,

1,68 Ib,

3 M Ib.

1.67 Ib.

1.65 fy.

1.55 Ib.

IM UK

Average gain per head per day on alfalfa straight, 24 weeks trial, 1.51 Ib.
Average gain per head per day on combined feeds, 24 weeks trial, 1,58 Ib.

The alfalfa hay used during the first period was of !uferior

quality* If good alfalfa hay had been available for tbis period
the average gains per head per day for the whole twenty-four
weeks woulA^obably have, been even closer tWtor dttcwg fcfbc tfett
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two methods of feeding, the results of which are seen to be prac-
tically the same.

TWO-YEAR-OLD STEERS FED IN CORRALS.

In May, 1901, there were purchased of Col. H, C. Hooker of
Willcox, six two-year-old and twenty-two yearling grade Here-
ford steers for experimental use. The treatment of the two-year-
olds is considered as one experiment and that of the yearlings as
another. These cattle were grade Herefords, better than the
average range cattle Ted in Arizona. The two-jTear-olds were not
so good as the yearlings of the same brand. On account of short-
age of feed on the range the previous year the cattle crop had
been sold as yearlings and these two-year-olds were of the few
that had escaped the roundup.

FEEDING TRIALS WITH TWO-YEAR-OU>S.
On July 23 the six two-year-old steers were divided into

three lots of two each and confined in small corrals to feed. They
were fed twice a day and had well water to drink. The feed was
weighed out to each lot as a lot and nothing was weighed back,
that which was wasted being charged to the steers. There was
considerable waste as was necessarily the case where there was no
shelter for feed or stock. Being but recently brought from the
ranges the cattle were unused to the feeds given them and had
probably never before eaten hay of any sort. They had to learn
to like these new rations. The object, as in the first series of
experiments, was to compare -alfalfa straight with combined
rations.

Lot I was fed green alfalfa up to October 7 when alfalfa hay
was given in addition. From this time on the amount of hay
was increased and the green feed diminished until, during the last
four weeks of the feeding period, they had only hay.

Lot II was fed on green alfalfa and wheat hay until November
5, when a change was made to alfalfa hay and cured sorghum. The
steers ware fed from Jttly 23 to January 27, a period of 188 days*
No attempt ^waa imade to give the different feeds in any definite
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proportions but rather to satisfy, as nearly as possible, the appe-
tite of the steers.

Lot III was fed as was Lot II except that the steers were
given what rolled barley they would eat in addition to their rough
feed. Grain was new to them and they ate very sparingly of it.

The following table gives the kind and amount of feed con-
sumed by each lot during the experiment:

Lot I
Lot II
Lot III, .

Green
alfalfa.

20065 Ib.
10660 '
10768 "

A Haifa ha>.

JSlTlb,
2b06 "
2546 '*

Wheat haj .

2893 Ib.
2560 "

Soiffhttm.

7813 Ib,
7840 "

Gr*nn.

1913 Ib-

The next table gives the weight of the different lots at
the beginning of the experiment, with total and daily gain:

Weigrbt.

Lot I ....

Lot II... .

Lot III..

Steers,

4
5

1
6

2
3

July 23,

1444 )b

1632 Ib

1518 Ib

Awgr. It,

796 Ib
694 "

942 «
698 "

810"
854 "

Jan. 26.

1086 Ib
950 a

1280 "
912"

1114 "
1102 «*

Total.

2036 Ib

2192 11)

2216 11)

Gam.

592 "ib

560 Ib

m ib

A\erai?e jy.im of
animals pt»rdny .

1.58 Ib

1.50 Ib

1,87 Ib

The steers were sold to be delivered on the 2yth of January*
The bulk of the sales in the Valley up to this time had been at
about $3.75 per hundred weight, none, it is believed, above that
figure. A Phoenix butcher offered $4.00 per hundred for the six
steers and upon being asked if there was not a difference in quality
in the different lots deserving of consideration, saidf

 t4Yes, but
that belongs to the butcher," He finally agreed, however to take
the cattle at $3.85 for Lot I, $4.00 for J>t II and $4.25 for Lot
III. It did not appear, however, that this was an expression of
the buyer's judgment concerning the value of the cattle, but
rather a concession to the seller. When the animals were sold it
was witu the agreement that the local custom of standing tbem in
a dry corral, that is, without feed or water lor twelve hours faefette
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weighing, should be followed. They were weighed both at the
beginning and at the end of the twelve hours allowed for shrink-
age, and the number of pounds and the per cent of shrinkage is
given in the following table. This custom of shrinkage is usually
insisted upon by buyers, even though animals may have been
driven several miles to the shipping yards or slaughter pens. The
alternative offered is a 5 per cent deduction from the normal or
unshrunk weight, the weight at which they arrive at the corrals,
It will be seen that the shrinkage in this case exceeded 5 per
cent for all three lots.

SHRINKAGE AND YIELD OF TWO-YEAR- OLD

The following table shows the shrunk and unshrunk weights,
per cent of shrinkage and per cent of dressed meat estimated on
shrunk weight:

Lot.

I ,...

LL,

Ill ...

St'rs.

4
5
1
6
,2
3

Weight
Jan 26 p.m.

1086 Ib
960*'

1280 "
912"

nu "
1102 "

Weight
Jan.27a»m,

3026 Ib
900"

1204"
840 "

1050 "
1046 'f

Pounds
shrink.

60
50
76
72
64
56

Per cent
shrink.

5.4

6,7

5.4

Dressed
weiarht,

571 Ib
473 *
680 '
477 *

619 *
607 '

Dres'd mt
per ct. on
shrunk wt.

54.2

56.6

58.i>

A study of the dressed weights will show that, making no
allowance for difference in the quality of the carcasses, the prices
$3.85, $4,00 and $4.25,respectively, on foot would have made the
dressed meat cost practically seven cents per pound for each lot.

"Lot.

Lot I
Lot II
Lot III

Shrunk \vt.

1926 Ib.
2044 Ib.
2096 Ib.

1 Selling price
per hundred.

$3.85
4.00
4.25

Value. Dressed wt.

$74.15 1044 Ib. •
81,76 1157 k i

89.08 1226 "

Cost to butch-
ei of dressed
beef per Ib.

7.10c.
7.06 c.
7,26 c*

There was not a very marked difference in the quality of the
meat from Lots I and II, but the steers in Lot III were decided-
ly betteron the block than those that had no grain, and, had a
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block test been made, would undoubtedly have shown a much
lower percentage of waste.

The quality of the meat can not be determined positive!}?" by
inspection, jut the rib cuts shown in the frontispiece will give a
better idea of the difference in the carcasses than can be done by
any description.

There was a decided advantage in favor of the grain fed
steers, an advantage sufficient to overcome the extra cost of grain
feeding on a market discriminating in favor of high class meat.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

The steers cost $22 oo per head, which would be a little over
$2 87 per hundred weight, at the beginning of the experiment.
In considering the gain made by each lot it is more nearly fair to
consider the lots as costing so much per pound than to say that
they cost so much per head, as was really the
case. Following this method of calculation the ensuing table
gives the cost and final \alite of the different lots'

Lot

I
II

III

Cost

$4149
4689
4«* 62

Selling- price.

$74 15
81 76
8908

(* un in \alue

SM266

34 87
454(>

As to the cost of feeding, only a partial statement can be
made, because in the case of each lot a part of the feed was with-
out an established market value, namely, the green alfalfa and
sorghum These are usually sold by the acre and fed by the
acre, not by the pound Assuming that 100 pounds of green
alfalfa is equal to 30 pounds of hay, Lot I ate the equivalent
of 4 92 tons of hay, for which they returned $6 64 per ton.

No attempt will be made to estimate the value of the sorghum
fed.

The rolled barley fed to Lot III cost 80 cents per hundred
weight The 1913 pounds fed, therefore, cost $15,30.
a\ erage increase in value of Lots I and II during th« trial
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$33 77; the increase m value of Lot III was $45.46, or a dif-
ference of $11.69 in favor of the barley fed steers. This indi-
cates a loss of $3 61 on the barley fed, not to be compensated for
by the slight saving in hay, which was about 361 pounds, as
compared with the more nearly parallel Lot II.

FEEDING TRIALS WITH YEARLINGS,

August 17 the yearling steers that had been purchased the
previous May were put upon experiment. Upon first coming to
the ranch from the range they were put upon the stubble fields
and later on short alfalfa pasture. After the beginning of the
experimental feeding, however, an attempt was made to keep
them supplied with an abundance of good feed This was not
always possible on account of the limited amount of land at our
disposal and the uncertainty of the irrigating supply. The land
used for pasture was divided into fields of four acres each and
the animals changed from field to field, according to the necessities
of the case The land was not all pastured all the time, some
of the fields being irrigated and the alfalfa allowed to grow while
the others were in use. At times during the summer there was not,
sufficient irrigating water to keep the alfalfa growing to the best
advantage. These experiments are strictly comparisons of two
ways of feeding and do not by any means show what it may be
possible to do in the way of beef production by either method of
feeding under ideal conditions, The yearlings were divided
into two lots of ten each, while two ^ ere fed in corrals with the
idea of comparing the gain of yearlings and two-year-olds under
the same conditions.

However, one of these two yearlings, of a very nervous dis-
position, unused to confinement, and without horns todefend him-
self against his mate, made practically no gain and at the end of
the period of pasture feeding the two were added to the other lots
taaking them of eleven each,

Period /.

From August 17 to November 5 the cattle were on pasture,
during which time tbe alfalfa bunch ate eight acres of alfalfa and
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the others four acres of alfalfa and two acres of sorghum. The
alfalfa fields had already produced two crops of hay.

Period 2.
At the beginning of this period the lots were increased to

eleven head each by the addition of the two steers fed during
the previous period in corrals. They were fed in corrals twice
a day, and, as in the case of the two-year-olds, nothing was
weighed back. There was considerable waste but probably no
more than in the usual ranch practice. The sorghum fed to
Lot II was cut when mature and fed from the shock. It was
neither green or cured, the stalks remaining succulent. The
feeding of wheat hay followed that of sorghum.

Period j.
The feeding in corrals continued from November 6 to March

n, after which time both lots were given the same kind of feed,—
mixed alfalfa and barley pasture. It is the custom in this region
to sow barley in the alfalfa fields in the fall The barley grows
well during the colder months when the alfalfa is practically at a
standstill, and not only gives an early spring feed but furnishes a
very good winter pasture. All of our alfalfa fields being seeded
with barley, it was impossible to furnish pure alfalfa pasture un-
til after the first crop was fed off This period furnished a rather
interesting check on those periods when there was a difference in
the character of the feed. It will be noted here that during this
period when the feed of the two lots was the same that there was
a greater difference in their gain than during some ot the periods
when the feed was not the same. On March 17 the steers were
dehorned. They were weighed up one week later and had lost
in weight an average of seventy-five pounds per head since being
turned on pasture

During this period six acres of land furnished all the feed
for twenty-two steers Six heifers were also fed on one of the
fields for five days.

Period 4,
This is the time of little irrigating water and short feed*

During this period, July 16 to September 30, pasture was sup-
plemented with alfalfa hay in the case of Lot I and wheat
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was fed Lot II for the first 16 days, after which they had sorghum
pasture in addition to the alfalfa.

Period 5.
During this last period, as the alfalfa pasture dried up, the

amount of hay fed was increased for both lots, the sorghum being
decreased for Lot II towards the end and wheat hay fed in the
place of it the last: two days.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON FEEDING.

The following table gives the weights and gains of the two lots
of steers during the successive periods of the feeding trial, which
covered over sixteen months, together with the kind and amount
of feed given:
•WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF YEARLINGS DURING l6 MONTHS TRIALS.

Period

1.
Aug. 17 to

NOT. 5,
81 days.

2.
Nov. 6 to
Mar 11,

126 days.

3
March 12 to

July 15,
126 days.

4.
July 16 to
Sept. 30,
77 da>s.

5.
Oct. 1 to
Dec 14,
75 days.

Lot Materials fed

I
II

I
II

I

II

I

II

~r
ii

8 acres alfalta past me
4 acres alfalfa pasture
2 acres sorghum

33879 lb. alfalfa hay
30258 lb. soighum"

1495 11). alfalfa hay
3080 lb. wheat hay

Mfalfa and bailej past me

Alfalfa and bailey pasture

4628ib alfalfa hay
Pasture

4134 lb. wheat hay
Pasture

11124 lb hay
Pasture

11980 lb. sorghum
3560 lb. alfalfa
260 lb wheat hay
Pasture

Weigrnt at _. y Gain

5490

5610

~7456~~

7430

8996

8834

10306

10364

10952

11330

1164

1504

1540

1404

Cram in lb
pei head pet*

144

1.87

1 11

101

1310 .95

i'530 i 10

646

1680

1230

.76

1.14

204

1.49

485 days. Lot I 6340 1.21
Lot II 6634 _ 1.26

Diftevenoe in fevor of Lot II, ""294 " .05
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With the price for alfalfa fed cattle running at from $4.00 to
$4.25 per hundred weight, these cattle brought $4.50, the highest
price known to the writer during his three year's residence in
Salt River Valley, They were sold to Mr. Robert Benton
for Charles S. Hardy of San Diego, California, for his fancy
Christmas trade.

Although, during the five feeding periods, sometimes one and
sometimes the other lot makes the greater gains, the final results
by the two methods of feeding are almost identical. The slight
advantage finally observed in favor of Lot II fed OH a combina*
tion of feeds, even if certain to be secured, would cost more than
it was worth excepting under conditions necessitating the growth
and use of carbohydrate feeds. Such an instance is the crop-
ping of alkaline soils to sorghum; or the raising of millet, wheat
hay and barley hay where there is insufficient water for the
culture of alfalfa.

SHRINKAGE OF YEARLINGS.

As in the case of the two-year-olds, the animals were to
stand for twelve hours without feed or water, but in this case
they were to be weighed at the stock-yards after a three mile
drive, instead of at the farm. The shrinkage during this period
of standing was excessive. The animals were full when weighed
at night. On account of recent rains the corrals were so muddy
t hat the steers could not He down during the night. The shrink-
age during driving is given for the two lots together, as it was
not practicable to separate them at the yards. They were
weighed again at San Diego after being in the yards for twenty-
seven hours and fed hay. The shrinkage during this standing,
driving and shipping is given below. It will be noticed that
there was a difference of but twelve pounds in the total shrinkage
of the two lots.













EXPERIMENTS DURING 1903-1904 IN COMPARING AL-
FALFA STRAIGHT WITH MIXED FEEDS,

This series of trials, the fourth of its kind made by the
Experiment Station, was conducted for the most part by T. P.
jVicConnell. The animals used in making the comparisons were
cange yearlings, grade Shorthorns and Herefords, of fair quality,
/rom Northern Arizona ranges. Before beginning the experiment
the steers used were run in a bunch upon alfalfa pasture to put
them in good uniform condition. For this test two lots of four
^teers each were used, as nearly alike as possible in weight and
feeding qualities. Experimental work began August 3, 1903,
the finished animals being marketed January 6, 1905, 17 months
later. The feeding was done in pens, the materials being placed
$n racks in which a sufficiency of the forages used was maintained.
The waste was not allowed for, the whole amount weighed in
jbeing charged to the experiments.

This work may be divided into four periods, affording com-
parisons between the two general methods of feeding, and, also,
during the second period, giving a demonstration of the relative
•values ot straight alfalfa and straight carbohydrate rations fed
jagainst each other.

During the first period, August 3 to October 26, 1903, both
Jots were fed a mixture of green and dry feeds, consisting, in one
jcase exclusively of alfalfa, partly hay and partly as a soiling
,crop; in the other of alfalfa by soiling, and dry carbohydrates
jncluding sorghum, barley and Kaffir corn hay, and barley and
Jjvaffir corn grains.

The second period, October 27 to March 14, 1904, both lots
Deceived exclusively dry feed, in one case alfalfa hay only* in
the other principally grain and sorghum hay.

During the third period, March 15 to June 20, 1904, no car-
bohydrates being available, both lot$ were kept on alfalfa, nearly
$11 fed green.
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The fourth period, August 16 to November 21, 1904, alfalfa
by soiling was fed against a combination of alfalfa and sorghum
by soiling.

From November 22 to the time of sale both lots were nearly
.entirely kept on alfalfa hay.

While the final results with these two lots are almost exactly
the same, it is to be remembered that during periods 3 and 5,
covering about twenty weeks time, their feed was practically the
£ame. However, there are significant variations in their progress
at certain times. For instance, during the winter period, October
27» I9^>3> to March 14, 1904, Lot 2 on alfalfa hay made over three
times the gains of Lot i on mixed feeds. This is chiefly due to
the evidently superior relish with which the animals consumed
the alfalfa ration, the waste from the mixed rations, especially
sorghum hay, being very great. It is to be noted that the pro-
portion of alfalfa fed Lot i during this period was very small,
the comparison being, essentially, one between sorghum and
grain hay, and alfalfa hay.

During the next period, March 15 to June 20, 1904, whe
both lots were placed on alfalfa fed by soiling, Lot i, previously
£>n the less palatable rations, made rapid gains upon the more
advanced batch of steers, although they did not overhaul this lat~
ter batch in the gains made, and in appearance, during this
period.

The first and fourth periods, resembling each other in the
time of year covered (late summer and fall) and in the rations fed
(alfalfa against combined alfalfa and sorghum, etc.) gave similiar
results, the gains made by the two lots being identical or nearly
the same in each case.

During period five, as in period three, the lot which had been
£>n mixed feed gained more than the lot which had had no change,

These observations indicate tlie greater palatabiHty and feed-
ing value of alfalfa as compared with carbohydrates, each fed
alone tinder ordinary conditions; and, so far as gross gains are
concerned, indicate no advantage of the combined rations used*
ovfer straight alfalfa.
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RELATIVE COST OF FORAGES EMPLOYED

The preceding statement, however, does not take into considera-*
tion the cost of the forages employed. Where the soil is suitable
and the water supply adequate this is less for alfalfa than for any
other forage crop that can be grown in this region. Record was
kept of the amounts of green forage produced by measured areas-
of alfalfa and sorghum fields employed in these feeding trials.

Foragre used,

Soi ghnm , poor
yield, estimated
at 70 per cent
of a full crop.

Good field of
old alfalfa.

Area cut.

.765 A.

Yield

17,885 Ib

4 58 A. |69,577 Ib

Yield pet
cut pet
acte.

23,400 Ib.

Estimated \ i e l d pei acre pei \ea.t*
of gi een tot a.are undet average
conditions.

40,000 Ib., one cutting and
pabtuie.

|oO,000 Ib., lour cuttings and
11,480 Ib. [pastille.

It is true that on alkaline soils under a water supply which
lasts but for parts of the year sorghum, millets and Kaffir corn
may be grown to better advantage than alfalfa. These forages,
however, are fed with best effect in combination with alfalfa, not
giving satisfactory results in comparison with the latter when fed
alone.

Under present conditions it appears probable that the aim of
the feeders in this region should be to ascertain the conditions
and methods governing ̂ the most profitable use of alfalfa rathef
than to attempt its combination with other less productive and
more costly forages excepting, as noted above, when alfajfa may
not be produced to advantage.

COMPARISON OF PASTURAGE AND SOILING METHODS

In order to compare results by the somewhat artificial
methods employed in the feeding pens with those obtained by
pasturage methods in the farming practice of the Valley, a third
lot of four steers was carried through the full time of the experi-
ment described above, on alfalfa pasture. The results, stated in
comparison with, the lot jwhich was pen fed on the same material
are as follows:
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2. Since alfalfa, where conditions are favorable for its produc-
tion, yields the most abundant and cheapest forage grown in the
Southwest, the high per cent of protein may be disregarded al-
though, theoretically, a carbohydrate feed, such as sorghum or
grain hay, should be fed with it to secure the more thorough
utilization of the protein of the alfalfa by the animal.

3. In situations where alfalfa cannot be produced to advan-
tage, as with scant water supply and on excessively alkaline soils,
carbohydrate rations may often be grown, especially forages
of the sorghum class, which, in combination with alfalfa, give
results about equal to those from the all-alfalfa ration.

4. Sorghum rations alone are undoubtedly inferior to alfalfa
alone, and in combination with alfalfa yield greater gains than
when fed alone

5. The shrinkage of alfalfa and combined ration lots fed
under similar circumstances, though practically the same, seems
to be slightly more with combined ration lots.

Period fed

July 23, 1901

to
Jan, 27, 1902

Aug. 17. 1901
to

Dec. 14, 1902

Antitnls

2 two-yeai-olds
fed 6 months

2 two-year-olds
fed 6 months.

11 yearlings fed
17 months.

11 yearlings fed
17 months

Feeding,

Alfalfa green and
hay.

Alfalfa green and
hay; wheat hay
and sorghum.

Alfalfa, hay and
pasture.

Alfalfa, sorghum
and wheat hay.

Treatment

Stood 12 his with-
out feed or water
before taking
selling wt,

Stood 12 hours
without feed or
,water.

Per cent
shi inkaffe

5.4

6,7

3.6

4.7

Additional shrinkage on both lots after driving 3 miles 4 0
Aug. 17,1901
Dec. 14, 1902

Aug. 8, 1903
June 6, 1905

Same as above.

Yearlings

Alfalfa
Alf and soi ghum

Alf hay & pastuie
Alfalfa, borghum
etc

Total shrink on
shpg to S Diego

Drove 4 mi, ^toocl
13 his without
feed or water

12. 3
12. 3
7 7
81

These figures on shrinkage, taken for the most part under
normal conditions, are considerably in excess of those coramonly
accepted.
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6. The quality of the meat from alfalfa fed steers appears to
be about the same as that from animals fed on the combined rations
used. Animals finished with barley yielded meat of distinctly better
quality but the slight advance in price obtained did not make re-
turn for the barley fed.

7. Assuming the approximately average and representative
character of the forages used, the yields obtained, and the animals
employed, the results of these experiments indicate that under
Southwestern conditions, where alfalfa may be fed or pastured all
or nearly all the year, this forage is the most abundant and the
cheapest feed available, giving as good gains of as good quality
as can be economically produced. Where conditions necessitate
the use of sorghum the experiments indicate that this forage will
produce results approximately equal to those with alfalfa alone,
when fed in combination with alfalfa. Sorghum alone is un-
doubtedly inferior to alfalfa as a feed.

Advancement in feeding practice at this time in this region
is probably to be secured less through new combinations of for-
ages than through a more thorough development and
a more careful utilization of alfalfa. By more thorough
development is meant the introduction and breeding of
more productive varieties of this plant under various conditions
of climate, soil and irrigation; and improvement in methods "of
culture. By its more careful utilization is meant the selection of
the most profitable class of animals to feed; feedin'g in the most
advantageous and least wasteful ways; and businesslike consider-
tion of the* relative profits of feeding alfalfa and selling alfalfa hay
under fluctuating market conditions.


